Modulation of intra- and inter-hemispheric connectivity between primary and premotor cortex during speech perception.
Primary motor (M1) areas for speech production activate during speechperception. It has been suggested that such activation may be dependent upon modulatory inputs from premotor cortex (PMv). If and how PMv differentially modulates M1 activity during perception of speech that is easy or challenging to understand, however, is unclear. This study aimed to test the link between PMv and M1 during challenging speech perception in two experiments. The first experiment investigated intra-hemispheric connectivity between left hemisphere PMv and left M1 lip area during comprehension of speech under clear and distorted listening conditions. Continuous theta burst stimulation (cTBS) was applied to left PMv in eighteen participants (aged 18-35). Post-cTBS, participants performed a sentence verification task on distorted (imprecisely articulated), and clear speech, whilst also undergoing stimulation of the lip representation in the left M1 to elicit motor evoked potentials (MEPs). In a second, separate experiment, we investigated the role of inter-hemispheric connectivity between right hemisphere PMv and left hemisphere M1 lip area. Dual-coil transcranial magnetic stimulation was applied to right PMv and left M1 lip in fifteen participants (aged 18-35). Results indicated that disruption of PMv during speech perception affects comprehension of distorted speech specifically. Furthermore, our data suggest that listening to distorted speech modulates the balance of intra- and inter-hemispheric interactions, with a larger sensorimotor network implicated during comprehension of distorted speech than when speech perception is optimal. The present results further understanding of PMv-M1 interactions during auditory-motor integration.